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The first problem that we have to look at in this koan is the word “do” itself, the word

“the Way.”  What does the word “the Way” actually mean?  Nansen answers this by saying

“everyday mind, ordinary mind is the Way.”

So how do all of you understand “the Way?”  I think that the usual understanding of “the

Way” is different in the East than it is in the West.  There is somebody in the United States name

Paul Calas (Sp?) who published a book about a certain sutra called the – I’m not sure exactly.

He translated or interpreted a certain sutra about filial piety, the morality of parental and parent-

child relations.  I think you can find this book in a museum.  And in his book he talks a lot about

the so-called “Way.”  He really struggled in lecturing and writing essays about “the Way,” this

Mr. Paul Calas.

He talked about “the Way” in all sorts of different terms, about “the reason of nature” and

so forth.  This word, “the Way” or, as Paul Calas talked about it,  “the Tao,” is originally a

Chinese word.  Leaving aside for the moment how Buddhists actually interpret it, originally it

was born in China.  Lao Tzu and Confucius, before Buddhism ever arrived on the scene, were

already talking about “the Way” in their own ways.

More than 3000 years ago in China, they were already writing about “the Way” in a

famous book called (translator unsure how to translate and has discussion with Roshi.)  Or, in

the ancient poetry of China, they already were talking about “the Way.”

The very origin of China we can say involves the system of having an Emperor,  the

Imperial system.  One of the people sitting zazen with us here now is, it is fair to say, the number

one scholar of Taoism in America, Ken-Do.  And the way Taoism interprets “the Way” is totally

different than the way Confucianism interpreted it.  So, if you really want to know the difference

between the Confucian and the Taoist ways of interpreting “the Way,” rather than ask me, you

should ask Ken-Do.  He’s the expert.  I’m not really a scholar, and so it’s better to ask Ken-Do

because he’s really a scholar.

Even from the old days there’s been a great discussion about Lao-Tzu.  Where really was
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he from?  Was he a middle kingdom original Chinese person or was he rather from one of the

countries on the border between India and China?  Because all of the things that are left behind

that  are  attributed  to  Lao-Tzu  are  written  in  Chinese,  scholars  have  at  least  temporarily

concluded that he must have been Chinese himself.

But, what he actually says is so different than original Chinese thought, it seems that he

himself must have been maybe not Chinese.  Because of that, many people said that he probably

came from some country on the border between China and India called Shin, a state called Shin.

China’s a very old country and so there are lots of books in China talking about very

ancient  things.  Both Confucius and Lao Tzu were very ancient  teachers.   They are roughly

contemporary  to  Shakyamuni  Buddha  himself.   They  both  were  doing  their  life’s  activity

somewhere around 2500 years ago.

And in Greece, I don’t know where in Greece, but somewhere in Greece at about this

same  time  as  the  Buddha  was  the  famous  Greek  philosopher,  Heraclites.   For  all  you

intellectuals, you can pronounce it correctly but it doesn’t matter, we can call him the dog or the

cat – whoever he was.  I don’t care.  But as all of you know, he was a great philosopher, a

revolutionary just in the same way as Shakyamuni was.  He changed our world.

This idea of the Way was being taught about 2500 years ago.  I’m not a scholar, so I’m

not sure exactly how this Greek philosopher Heraclites taught.  (I’m not sure what he taught

that ) the force that changes the world is, whether he taught that it was God or what, but he did

say that the very nature of our world is to always be developing and changing.

We’re told that in India,  before the birth of Buddhism, there already was the idea of

karma, that the world and all existent beings that are born into the world appear through the

activity of karma.  And then after that came the idea that there was something controlling karma,

the god Brahma.

And at the same time that they discovered the activity of karma, these same great Indian

philosophers  also discovered you could say the concept  of Atman.   As you who’ve studied

Brahmanism already know, the Atman is a phenomenon, a state, that appears through the activity

of karma, by the activity of karma.  

Because  the  Atman  is  born  through  the  karma  activity,  it  can  never  escape  being

controlled by karma.  This is the way it was thought about.  Buddhism, and I’m not really quite
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sure of this because I’m not an expert in Indian philosophy and I haven’t studied it that much,

but from the Buddhist perspective, the philosophy of Brahmanism was a sort of wisdom that

developed to the degree that it recognized the great Self, the great Atman.

I, myself am someone from the East, and someone who’s studied Mahayana Buddhism

that developed in China.  From this point of view, when we look upon Brahmanism, we can say

that that philosophy developed to the point that they understood that it was by manifesting the

great Self, the great Atman that defined peace of mind.

I think that it’s fair to say that everybody can understand that even from the Buddhist

perspective,  even from the Zen point of view, we share this idea that it  is by being able to,

through succeeding in manifesting the great Self, the great Atman that we find peace of mind.

It’s  fair  to  say  that  Mahayana  Buddhism  shares  with  Brahmanism  the  fundamental

perspective of always teaching about the incomplete, imperfect self and the complete, perfect

Self.  It seems that often people who are studying Buddhism and Zen, once they read about

Taoism think that, fall into thinking that Buddhism isn’t really necessary, Taoism is enough.

I also thought this at one time in my life thinking, “Who needs Buddhism?  Taoism is just

fine as it is.”  Everybody passes through this kind of phase.  This is similar to thinking that it’s

enough just to seek good and benevolence and to reject evil (to think that Taoism is just enough,

Taoism is more than enough.)  We have to actually face squarely the question, “What is the

difference between Buddhism and Taoism?”  But it’s a very difficult question.

Although  it  is  possible  to  think  that  Taoism and  Zen  are  almost  identical,  from the

Buddhist point of view, if we carefully investigate the difference, we can see that Taoism always

speaks of the great Self as an object.  They seem to be unable to escape from the human point of

view that takes the great Atman as an object.  Taoism does go to the point where it says that the

complete Self must be moved.  But a Taoist seems to be teaching Taoism always without being

able to escape from the perspective of taking that wu as an object.

Even Taoism is stuck in this I-am point of view, and so when it comes to Confucianism

you can see that Confucianism is even more, much more fixated in the I-am point of view, and

fixated in studying from that point of view.

And so when it comes to  The Way as well, Taoism teaches about  The Way,  taking The
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Way as an object from the I-am point of view.  All great teachings in fact seem to not be able to

escape from teaching from this I-am perspective.  But what is the difference between Buddhism

and so-called “other teachings?”  According to Buddhism itself, the difference is that Buddhism

says right from the start that it is a mistake, that it is a mistaken way of wisdom, a mistaken way

of knowing, to take The Way as an object.

I’ve been living here in America for over 30 years, almost 38 years, and one thing that

I’ve come to know really well is that the bad habit of Americans, no matter what they study,

including Zen, right away they want to become a teacher of it.  Am I wrong about this?  It seems

like you really love to call yourself a yoga teacher or a blahbety-blah teacher, or a blahbety-blah

teacher.  Isn’t that right?  

I guess that’s a good thing.  When you become a teacher then you can finally find peace

of mind, so I guess it’s fine to want to become a teacher.  But the problem is, what if you lose

your title of teacher?  Then you become miserable.

And you love to write things, and you take out your pens and you write things about what

is Zen, without any fear at all.  And I’m really impressed, you have no fear!  You’ll just write

anything!

So  if  you’re  going  to  write  about  Zen,  it’s  necessary  to  understand  that  when  Zen

disappears as an object  to you, then the subject also disappears.  Zen teaches that when the

subjective and objective world simultaneously vanish, what appears is the origin of everything.

But we warn you!  You can’t  just  teach it  through words!  If you really want to teach this

simultaneous vanishing of subject and object, you have to show it with action!  That’s why to

give a real Zen answer, you have to demonstrate it.  You have to jump and hop around.  It’s

necessary.

But if you don’t understand the principle of your hopping and jumping around, if you

don’t understand that through those actions subject and object vanish, then you’re destroying

Zen.

It’s  necessary  to  manifest  the  wisdom  that  understands  the  principle  of  why  the

unification of subject and object is reality, is truth, of why when subject and object unify and

vanish, that is the truth.  You have to understand how that principle comes into play as you do

your actions of jumping.
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When subject and object become one, there’s no need to say anything.  When you can

demonstrate the unification of subject and object in your actions, then the roshi will say, “Good.”

But if you don’t understand the principle behind it, you might as well be a fish or a bird or a dog.

They’re  all  manifesting  the  unification  of  subject  and  object  too,  but  they  don’t  know  the

principle of it.  That’s when the roshi will ask you, “Are you a fish?  Are you a bird?”  You’re

not a fish or a bird!  You’re neither man nor woman!  If you demonstrate the true position, then

you’re neither a man nor a woman.

You must demonstrate the action that transcends man and woman.  But you also must be

able to answer the question, “Why?  Why is that action necessary?”  If you can’t, then it’s a

crippled, one-sided Zen.

First  you  have  to  carefully  understand  that  in  our  human  world,  the  subjective  and

objective world always will be appearing.  Therefore it’s necessary for you to learn to manifest

the wisdom that knows how you are experiencing the human world.  Through that you will also

be able to manifest the wisdom that knows that when you manifest the complete, perfect world,

the complete Self, that is the Self that has transcended both the subject and the object.

Temporarily at least that’s one way of teaching.  Tathagata Zen says that when the tatha-

agata and tatha-gata, the subject and that object activities become one, that is the manifestation

of the complete Self.  But who knows that?  It’s only the I-am self who can know that.

But when the I-am self says, “I understand,” then it isn’t in the position of being free from

itself.  Even though you might manifest the wisdom that understands the principle behind why

the world appears and disappears and why we ourselves appear and disappear, you still have not

succeeded in transcending that I-am self.  That kind of understanding is called the academic,

scholarly point of view.  And we do have that point of view, even in Zen.

But that sort  of understanding is not enough.  According to Tathagata Zen, when the

perfect Self is manifest, that is also when perfect wisdom, complete knowing is manifest.  There

is no true action apart from that complete wisdom.  Complete wisdom and true action are the

same according to Zen.

Buddhism teaches  that  when  subject  and  object  become one,  when the  perfect  zero,

perfect Self is manifest, that is a manifestation of perfect wisdom.  Perfect wisdom, therefore of

course it has no doubt.
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One example that’s easy to understand perhaps is to understand that when you totally

believe in something, when you have complete faith in something, that becomes perfect wisdom.

But  the  moment  you think  that  to  believe,  to  have  faith  is  important,  then  already you are

speaking and thinking from the I-am point of view.  When perfect wisdom itself is manifest, the

I-am has not been manifest.

The perfect  state,  the condition  of perfect  wisdom is not a static  and dead state,  and

therefore, to emphasize that in Tathagata Zen, we personify it and call it the activity of true love.

You can see from this just how stupid it is to argue about just what true love is.  Whenever

you’re debating about what true love is, that’s always from the I-am point of view.

When true love breaks apart, when true love bursts open, that is when the imperfect I-am

Self appears who does the kinds of loving and hating activities which are distinct from each

other.

If you’re a student of art, you can understand true love to be the expression of complete

art.  When you experience complete art then there are no good or bad anymore.  But, when you

find  yourself  thinking,  “This  piece  of  art  is  good  or  bad,”  then  you  are  thinking  from the

particular  self  perspective,  the  I-am self  point  of  view.   You can  understand  from this  the

difference between a particular point of view and a general point of view.

Getting back to The Way, from the Buddhist point of view, The Way is the manifestation

of perfect wisdom.  The state that has no need to think about right and wrong is the manifestation

of the perfect Way, is the manifestation of the activity that is the origin, the source of The Way.

In Buddhism we also call The Way the Dharma activity.  People usually think that laws

are important, especially in this country it seems like people take the law very seriously, and that

word “law” is the same as that word “Dharma.”  Therefore in conclusion, The Way is the activity

of the Dharma.  But the activity of the Dharma is not static or dead, it is alive!  It has two

activities of plus and minus working together.  And when plus and minus become one, when

object and subject  become one, that is the manifestation of reality,  of the truth.  That is the

manifestation of the activity of perfect wisdom.  That also of course is the manifestation of true

love.

You should be able to see from this that, when it comes to you and the true nature of your

being, that you are only manifesting your true Self when you are manifesting true love.  But that
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state of true love won’t appear unless you negate the human world.   That state of true love

transcends the human world.  The state of true love is a state that has transcended the human

world.  In religious terms that would be called “God.”  But religion says that everything was

created by God.  And that’s fine and we should just agree with people who say that, but actually

Buddhism says that there is no such thing as a creator god.

In Buddhism we call the state of God the Dharmakaya.  But the Dharmakaya, the reason

why we use the word Dharmakaya is that Dharmakaya necessarily implies something that is

never fixated.

When plus and minus, tathagata and tatha-agata unifies, that is the manifestation of the

Dharmakaya, but that state never is fixated.  Without fail, again, plus and minus will separate

from each other.  When tatha-gata and tatha-agata separate from each other, what kind of world

appears?

When plus and minus separate from each other, then, for the first time, in between them

appears an interval of imperfect space, a distance.  It’s when, conversely, distance appears that

for the first time plus and minus are clearly separate from each other.  This is the teaching of

Buddhism.  Tathagata Zen takes that teaching and strives to put it into practice.

Why does this  imperfect  space appear?  In Tathagata Zen we say that  the space that

appears  in  between  plus  and minus  is  incomplete  space,  it’s  imperfect,  incomplete  cosmos.

There is a perfect cosmos, there is the universe itself, but this space that has appeared in between

plus and minus is a limited version of that perfect cosmos.  That’s what I was talking about

yesterday.

Because that  new space  that  I  was talking about  yesterday that  receives  one-hundred

millionth of both plus and minus  is this distance, this imperfect interval of space!  Distance,

imperfect  space is  the child  of plus and minus.   Plus and minus birthed this  child  which is

distance by giving an equal amount of themselves.  And because plus and minus have given that

one-hundred-millionth part of themselves in order to birth the child, they have lost that part of

themselves, they’re no longer that pure activity.

The child has received equal amounts of plus and minus, so although it’s an imperfect

zero, it’s still zero.  It’s still complete and perfect.  The incomplete activity of plus is father and

the incomplete activity of minus is mother, but the child has both plus and minus equally as its
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content.  The child is zero.  And so you should carefully see that it is the child that is closest to

the  condition  of  perfection.   We  can  say  even  that  it’s  not  just  close  to  the  condition  of

perfection, it is an imperfect version of the very source itself, the very origin itself.

The plus activity in this case is manifesting itself as imperfect plus and looking at the

child,  and the minus activity  is  also looking at  the child.   At least  as one way of teaching,

Tathagata Zen names the child, who has both plus and minus as its content, the present moment,

and the imperfect minus activity, the future, and the imperfect plus activity, the past.  Although I

said that this is one temporary way of teaching, there is a reason for teaching this way.  It has a

meaning.

This human world that is divided into the three world is a world in which all three parts

are imperfect.  The plus activity is imperfect plus.  The minus activity is imperfect minus.  And

the zero, present moment child is zero, but it is also the imperfect zero.  If it were perfect, there’d

be no need for any comparing.  But because each one of these three worlds is imperfect and can

discriminate between the self and the others, that is why the activity of comparing takes place.

That’s why the world that’s divided into the three worlds of past, present and future is

called the discriminating world.  Why does the world of discrimination appear?  The human

world?  But human worlds seem to love to say, “We hate this world of discrimination!  We want

equality!”  But Tathagata Zen, from the very start, sternly says, “If you really want the world of

equality, then you have to manifest true love!”

Tathagata Zen says, “Try manifesting it for yourself!  Try really putting into practice the

activity of unifying plus and minus.  Try really putting into practice the activity of zero, where

subject and object are one.  Then for the first time you will know the world of equality.”

Everyone, after they’ve developed their function of consciousness to a certain degree,

hopes for that experience of true equality.   And that’s  a fine thing.   Buddhism in fact says,

“Inevitably,  we will  manifest  the world of equality,  although we are born into the world of

discrimination.”  If you’re hoping for the experience of equality, then Buddhism says, “Practice!

Do the practice of manifesting the complete Self!”

If you manifest the perfect Self, then always you will be manifesting perfect wisdom that

has no need to seek anything and no need to reject anything.  That’s true equality.  Buddhism

says that it’s the very nature of being human to manifest both equality and differences.  In fact, to
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only want to manifest equality and not want to experience differences is just human desire.  But

don’t  get  tied  up  by your  human desire!   Manifest  your  human desire  totally  and you will

experience the world of equality!

You will,  without doubt, come to manifest  the wisdom that knows that it  is the very

nature of plus to give itself to minus and be embraced by minus, and it is the very nature of

minus to embrace plus.

The bell went ching so let’s stop.  From this talk you should be able to understand that

The Way is the Dharma activity, the Dharma activity is The Way.  But I can say the same thing

over and over again, but to really understand it is not easy.

終

The End
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